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Producing energy for a fast growing, modern economy

A FAST TO REVENUE GAS-SUPPLY PROJECT
Australian company with
world-leading ISG expertise
operating across key coal
assets in Chile

Utilising InSituGasification (ISG) to
produce gas & electricity
to regions in urgent need
of energy supply

Exploration Concessions granted/under
application for two project locations
o

Chosen on the basis of past drilling data,
existing coal geology and local energy needs

A fast-to-market project strategy




Chilean Government has previous experience of ISG
and supports Chaucer energy project
No preliminary trial is planned – 3MW of power
generation needs minimal approvals
Indicative costing for power development already
undertaken

A small & staged power play is planned to create
early revenue and minimise CapEx & risk
o
o

Creating early revenue from power generation
Expanding power generation rapidly with additional
modular expansion
1.
Initially 3MW
2.
Thereafter expand to commercial scale
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CHILE IS A MODERN ECONOMY AND HAS IMMEDIATE ENERGY NEEDS
With 19m people Chile has the highest per-capita GDP in South America
o
o

Electricity demand - doubled since 2000 & set to more than double again by 2050
Chile is a modern, Pacific-Nation economy

Chilean Govt. has established a 2050 National Energy Policy
o
o

The #1 pillar is the quality and security of supply
Our projects support the National Energy Policy in multiple ways

2/3rd of Chile’s energy supply is imported
o
o
o

100% of oil, 80% of natural gas & 80% of coal are imported
Over 90% of coal is used in power generation
Australia is the 2nd largest provider of coal to Chile

Chile has 8th highest electricity price for industry amongst International Energy Agency nations
Firewood accounts for ~60% of domestic energy production. This is an urgent bio-health issue
Chilean Govt is supportive for projects that add domestic power generation & gas supply
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SUPPLYING ELECTRICITY IS AN ATTRACTIVE OPPORTUNITY
Electricity prices continue to rise in Chile
- Among highest in OECD
We plan early power generation of 3MW

Progressive scale-up to commercial scale

Phased development strategy minimises
investment risk
Note: 71.4 peso/kWh = A$124/MWh
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Obtained Concessions
over Isla Riesco project
site.
Applications being
processed over project
site near Puerto Natales
in Patagonia

Development of
integrated ISG/Power
Project at one of the
Project sites, including:

Post gas production
Operation of small
scale 3MW power
generation facility at
first project site

- Obtain suitable JORC
resource estimation

- Ignition and gas
production

- Resource drilling and
testing to confirm design
parameters suitable for
ISG production

- Gas production
provides revenue from
power generation
- Finalise
environmental
approval for
commercial ISG Power
Plant
- Drilling program on
second project site

- 3 production wells
prepared for ignition to
produce gas
-Baseline environmental
conditions established

Feasibility study and
approvals for a
commercial power
plant

Stage 3

Defined coal deposits
suitable for ISG in
Magallan coal basin

Up to gas production

Stage 2

Already achieved

Stage 1 Yrs 1-2

Current Status

CHAUCER HAS CLEAR PATHWAYS TO ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION
Towards commercial
scale
Expand ISG Power
Project to commercial
scale on first project
site
Investigate project
options on second
project site

A staged project development aiming for near term revenue
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LED BY AN EXPERIENCED BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Malcolm McAully
Chairman

Dr Len Walker

Managing Director

Valeri Melik

Executive Director

• Malcolm has a strong business background with experience in a wide range of industries
including financial services, energy generation and agribusiness.
• Past Chairman of three ASX Listed companies, including ISG company Cougar Energy Ltd,
and is currently Chairman of ASX Listed Pure Foods Tasmania Ltd (ASX:PFT)

• Len has qualifications and a background in geotechnical engineering, and for 10 years
developed emerging ASX Listed companies in the resources area.
• He has spent over 20 years in advancing ISG projects, both in Australia & internationally.
He founded Chaucer Energy in 2016 to develop commercial ISG operations in Chile
• Valeri has qualifications in electrical engineering from RMIT, and served as both Director
and Chairman of an ASX listed ISG Company. He fulfils the role of COO for the Company
• He has 12 years experience in ISG operations, having supervised both the construction
of the Kingaroy ISG plant, its operation, and site rehabilitation after cessation of
operations , leading to the recovery of all moneys held in security bond
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MANAGED BY AN EXPERIENCED, WORLD CLASS ISG TEAM
Dr Len Walker

• Geotechnical engineer, Founder and MD of Chaucer Energy, with over 30
years involvement in the ISG industry.
• Responsible for ISG project demonstrations and published ISG papers in
Australia, the UK and USA

Dr Michael
Blinderman

• Chemical engineer, Founder and CEO of Ergo Exergy Technologies Inc.,
internationally leading ISG technology provider to ISG gas producing
projects in Australia, South Africa, New Zealand and the FSU, associate of
Dr Walker since 1996. Lead author of recently published ISG text book

Valeri Melik

• Electrical engineer/project manager, experienced in the planning and onsite execution of the Kingaroy ISG project.
• Associate of Dr Walker since 2008

Kura Minerals SpA
Multiple support
consultants

• Chaucer representative in Chile, providing technical, legal and
administrative support
• Each with specialist expertise in the fields of geology, groundwater and
chemical engineering

Team has long experience of ISG gas production – can hit the ground running
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WITH A QUALITY ON-GROUND TEAM IN CHILE
Kura Minerals Team
Chaucer has been working with Kura Minerals
for three years

The Kura team provides experienced
geological and legal advice

Providing close contact with key Chilean Govt
Depts responsible for overseeing ISG operations

Working with Chilean partners, contractors and labour
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PROJECT LOCATIONS AND CONCESSIONS
1. Deep South: PUNTA ARENAS - Magallan Basin
• Granted Concession of 6,900Ha (Isla Riesco)
with prospective coal deposit near existing
open pit mine
• Application in process for Concessions
of 1200Ha adjacent to drilled open pit
coal resource of 20Mt, 15km from
Puerto Natales

Areas selected based on:





Presence of known coal deposits
Existing drill, seismic & geological data
Regional need for gas for electricity.
Potential chemical/fertilizer manufacture
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EVIDENCE OF COAL - PROJECT LOCATIONS
• Coal Seam outcrop Isla Riesco

• Drilling History – Puerto Natales
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GAS PRODUCTION FROM ISG
ISG is an early form of gas production
 Internationally recognised
 Technically understood process
 Inexpensive vertical wells used for coal
at depths of 150m to 300m
 Inject air under pressure & ignite coal
 Combustion initiates chemical reaction
 Products of chemical reaction (syngas)
or Syngas, flow from injection to
production well.
 Syngas is recovered & piped for end use

Staged project development

Initial power generation of 3MW
Thereafter modular expansion to commercial
scale power generation
o Evaluate other ISG gas project options
o
o

 Can be readily expanded
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ISG ENHANCES CHILEAN DOMESTIC ENERGY SECURITY
•

Reducing reliance on importing coal & building coal fired power stations is a key component in Chile’s energy
security strategy
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Imported coal accounts for 80% of total coal supply
Over 90% of coal is used in power generation
Only one significant domestic open cut coal mine exists in Chile

After the Chilean natural gas crisis of the mid-2000s, increasing coal use for power generation helped to
maintain the security of electricity supply and limit the use of expensive diesel fuel
In 2016 coal-fired power plants accounted for 44% of the 74 terawatt hours generated
While coal remains essential for Chile’s long-term energy supply, significantly more investment in generating
capacity and grid connections is required
The Chilean government is supportive of projects that produce energy and reduce demand on electricity from
coal-fired power stations
Chaucer Energy Limited projects support the
Chilean Govt’s 2050 Energy Policy by
providing national energy security and
reliable energy to regions with limited
access to power
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COAL GASIFICATION IS A PART OF CHILE NATIONAL ENERGY AGENDA

Reference to Coal Gasification (page 53)

https://www.energia.gob.cl/sites/default/files/documentos/energyagendaweb.pdf
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BENEFITS OF PRODUCING GAS ONSITE

No open
Cut Mines

No coal
burning
power
stations

Small
surface
footprint

Reduces:







Surface footprint
Land occupancy timeframe
Land compensation
Pollution (noise, dust, fumes etc)
Land use and disturbance for power generation
Emissions compared to conventional methods







Minimal land use disruption
Minimal use of local natural resources
Quick release & restoration of operating areas
Relatively low CapEx and fast to production
Supports Chile’s 2050 National Energy Project
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CHAUCER TEAM GAS PRODUCTION – KINGAROY ISG PROJECT
Site layout – initial gas production

Gas production flare
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SUMMARY
 High GDP growth country with immediate and fast-growing energy needs
 Long established Chile/ Australia corporate relationships- good jurisdiction
 Our executives and team have long international experience in ISG technology
 Chile regulators are familiar with our project, locations and ISG
 Detailed preparatory work has defined coal deposits with ISG project potential
 Key Concessions granted or under application with future project options defined
 No preliminary trial is required. 3MW of power generation needs minimal approvals
 Ability to bring power generation to market quickly and for minimal initial CapEx
 Regular milestones for post-listing growth

Fast. To. Production
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Dr. Len Walker
Managing Director
E: len.walker@chaucerenergy.com.au
M: +61 (0) 419 587 396
www.chaucerenergy.com.au

Providing energy security for a fast growing economy
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